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"Si De Un Sí Dependiera" is a song about not becoming
disappointed or demotivated in the face of rejection. In art and in
other professional or personal ventures, it is inevitable to receive
many "no's" before getting a single "yes". This song aims to make
us reflect, in a humorous and simple way, on what would have
happened if important figures in the world of art, astronomy, and
human rights had given up or stopped persevering towards leaving
a legacy.

This reflexion comes to Ceci after being rejected for an opportunity
that would have been important for her. She believes that we
shouldn't wait for the perfect opportunity or for anyone else's
approval in order to do what we love to do. 
Ever since its composition, Ceci knew she wanted to share this
song with an artist as sensitive and creative as Benjamin Walker,
who understands the hard path that artists go through, so that they
can strengthen the message to inspire other artists, creators, and
entrepreneurs to keep going.

Ceci Juno is an Ecuadorian singer-songwriter who has
dedicated her life to exploring music in its many forms.
Experimenting with styles from pop and rock to R&B, Ceci
has always loved making music for her and for everyone
who connects to it.

Ceci has shared the stage with Latinamerican and
European artists such as Monsieur Periné, Bomba Estéreo,
Jorge Drexler, and Erlend Øye. She describes these
experiences as life-changing, and as some of the most
significant moments in her career. 

When she's not writing songs or presenting new material,
she works as a neurologic music therapist, using music to
help people from all ages to recover from neurologic
diseases.
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